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Abstract
The goal of this project is to develop a program that will compute the Klein
Gordon equation for generic Black Holes through the program Mathematica. This
program will be available on Utah State websites for public usage. This project focuses
on an understanding of General Relativity and more concretely on theoretical aspects of
Black Holes. Developing the program begins with computing the Laplace equation in flat
space to understand what it means to have empty space without a Black Hole. The Klein
Gordon equation for a Schwarzschild Black Hole is then solved to show what happens
once a static, non-rotating Black Hole is added into empty space. The final portion of this
project is solving the Klein Gordon equation for a non-static, rotating Kerr Black Hole
and writing this equation in Mathematica. After completion, the program will be uploaded
to the Utah State University website.

Motivation
Many will argue that there is no real important information that an undergraduate
physics student could offer to further the area of theoretical physics knowledge, let alone
black holes. As an undergrad, one can do as much research as they want with reading
research papers to reading your typical book that can be found at home by Neil deGrasse
Tyson. But, even with all of this knowledge available, there is a disconnect with the
simplicity of the books you buy from amazon to the research papers published by
theoretical physicists, such as my Mentor, Dr. Maria Rodriquez. The motivation behind
my project is to create a Mathematica project that helps everybody simplify the
calculation of the Klein Gordon equation for everyone.
Many ask why I did not use MATLAB or Maple instead of Mathematica. Well,
Mathematica was a no brainer for completing this project. With all of the support that
Mathematica has received from the developers and the continued support makes it one of
the top scripting programming languages to use for mathematical models. It has a great
support system online, unlike any other coding language. A quick google search will
answer any question you have about the coding.

Also, with black holes getting more popular in the science community and in the
media, this is the perfect time for such a program to be written. This program will be
available on the Utah State University website for all to use, to help all calculate the Klein
Gordon equation for generic black holes. Attached to this paper in their own appendices
are the code for the program and scans of my notebook where I solved the equations by
hand. The reason for the hand solving is that others can interpret what exactly is going on
when solving for the Klein Gordon Equation and get a general understanding for what the
program is doing.

Background
The Klein Gordon equation is a relativistic wave equation, related to the
Schrodinger wave equation where it is a second order differential equation in space and
time. This equation is named after Oskar Klein and Walter Gordon, who discovered the
equation in 1926. The form of the Klein Gordon equation takes many different forms, but
for the purpose of this project the equation took the form of:
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where g is the determinant of the matrix and the partial derivatives in the equations are
their respectable parts of the metric.
In this project we use this Klein Gordon equation for a generic black hole called a
Schwarzschild black hole. The code that is attached is for a Schwarzschild black hole, but
the code can be applied to many more types of black holes. Such as the Kerr black hole.
Below is outlined the process on how the program was made.

Minkowski Flat Space
The first part to the project was being understanding what flat space meant. In the
terms of black holes, Minkowiski flat space is where you have a space that is three
dimensional in space and has a time dimension. The flat space metric in cartesian is:

𝑔/0 =
Next was converting to spherical coordinates of the flat space metric, which takes the
form of:

𝑔/0 =
Above all of this was solved by hand. The next part was to generate a Mathematica file to
compute the Laplacian in spherical coordinates from this Minkowski flat space solved
above. This was done from a tensor calculus equation of the form:
∇3 =
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where g is the metric and i/j are the respective components of the metric. This result of
the Laplacian is used later to prove that the Klein Gordon equation in spherical
coordinates with no mass, in other words flat-space, is equal to the Laplacian in spherical
coordinates. This paper will touch on this more later.

Schwarzschild Part
Schwarzschild black hole is the first type of black hole that this program was
applied to. This is good for reason! A Schwarzschild black hole is arguably the simplest
type of black hole due to it being a static, non-rotating black hole. This is a solution to
Einstein’s equations, so we know that it is a possible for these types of black holes to
exist. The metric for a Schwarzschild black hole is:

𝑔/0 =

The Klein Gordon solution to Schwarzschild black hole is:
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A lot of interesting things can be obtained when looking at this solution. When we set the
mass to be zero in the equation, we can prove that it is equal to flat space. The Laplacian
in spherical coordinates is equal to the Klein Gordon equation for a Schwarzschild black
hole with no mass. No surprise, when there is no mass in a space than it should be flatspace. The great thing about realizing this is that we have proven that our program works
for computing the Klein Gordon equation! With proving that this equation works for
basic and generic black holes, we now know that it can be applied to other more
complicated black holes.

Summary
The goal of this project was to write a Mathematica program that would compute the
Klein Gordon equation for generic black holes. The project focused mainly on
Minkowski flat-space and Schwarzschild black holes, but the program can be applied to
other types of black holes. Such as Kerr and other generic black holes. We were able to
prove that the program worked perfectly by using the program to solve the Klein Gordon
equation for a Schwarzschild black hole and setting the mass equal to zero. This produces
flat space all over again. The hope is that researchers will use the program to compute the
Klein Gordon equation for their research needs in black holes, simplifying the work that
they have to do. This program will be available on a Utah State Website for everybody to
use.
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